T2VWII Teen Girl’s Program Modules

Sept-Module-1
You Are Beautiful

Oct-Module-2
The Message You Send

Assessments of Your Gifts: Discovering Your Passion, Discovering Your Interests, Identifying and Developing Your Skills, Abilities, and Talents, and more

Nov-Module-3
Defining Your Gifts

Dec-Module-4
Being Your Best

Being Responsible, Being Committed, Being Persistent, Managing Your Emotions, Staying Motivated, Taking and Making Opportunities, Being Confident, Being Flexible, Being Collaborative, Practicing Good Judgment, Being Your Own Person, and more

Jan-Module-5
Being Encouraged

Believing in Yourself: Never Giving Up, Overcoming Setbacks, Reacting to Conflict, developing a Positive Outlook, Developing Solutions, Understanding and Dealing with Criticism, and more

Feb-Module-6
Claim Your Blessing

Being Positive, Reaching Out to Others, Connecting with Others, Learning Team Building, Communicating Well, Trusting Yourself, Understanding Personal Relationships, Understanding Budgets, Banking, and Investments, and more

Mar-Module-7
Life/Success Planning

Planning for Success, Setting Goals and Visions, developing a Personal Toolkit, Learning Skills, Economic Literacy, Understanding Your Community, College Exploration and Preparation, Career Preparation and Leadership, Developing Your Brand, and more

You are fearfully and wonderfully made: Build Self-Awareness, Self-Discovery, and Self-Esteem. See and Develop the Beauty Within, and more

Self-Evaluation: What Do You Want to Say About Yourself? Presentation Style: Oral and Written Communications; Behavior: Attitudes, Actions and Responses; Awareness of Body Language, and more

Believing in Yourself, Never Giving Up, Overcoming Setbacks, Reacting to Conflict, developing a Positive Outlook, Developing Solutions, Understanding and Dealing with Criticism, and more
Apr-Module-8  
_Dressing Well_  
**Understanding Self**  Self-Care, Grooming Routine, Color Coordination, Well-Fitting Clothes, Understated Elegance, Dressing for Occasions, Go with Confidence, and more

May-Module-9  
_Being Empowered and Being a Blessing_  
**Executing Your Plan**, Staying the Course, Taking Ownership of Yourself, Being Fair to Yourself and Others, Helping Someone, Caring About People, Being Kind, Being Loving, making a Difference, Leaving a Legacy, and more

“It is not enough to say to “tweens” and teens, what they should do, how they should act, and where they should go. It is the responsibility of all of us to ensure that while we live that we materially (e.g., significantly and essentially) participate in the lives of young ladies so that they will appreciate and understand that they are not alone, that others care for them and want them to be a blessing to themselves and others. To stand by and disapprove, ignore, or overlook our teen girls cannot be justified when our lives have been blessed by others. Paying it forward (helped by someone else) is the essence of the meaning of “Hope, Love